Inhibition of protease in intact fish fillets by soaking in or injection of recombinant soy cystatin or bovine plasma.
Arrowtooth flounder (AF) fillets are known to contain a heat-activated cysteine protease similar to that found in Pacific whiting, which results in soft texture upon cooking. A crude recombinant soy cystatin (CRSC) produced by Escherichia coli, which has been shown to inhibit the protease(s) in Pacific whiting, was introduced into AF fillets by immersion or injection at one of three levels of inhibitory activity: 10 times less than, equal to, or 10 times greater than that of a 20% bovine plasma protein (BPP) solution, a known inhibitor of AF protease(s). Fillets treated with CRSC or BPP at equal inhibitory strength subsequently exhibited the same degree of protection against textural degradation during cooking. Fillets treated with CRSC at lesser or greater levels of inhibitory activity than those of BPP exhibited lesser or higher protection, accordingly. As revealed by SDS-PAGE, the outer portion of fillets soaked with inhibitory solutions was more effectively protected than the inner portion. Such differences between the outer and inner portions of the fillets were not evident when inhibitory solutions were injected into the fillets.